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appealing than Photoshop's $10 USD monthly subscription.
Today, I compare and compare the basic functions of each program, focusing on the basic tools that you will use day by day. So let's look at an affinity image from the perspective of a long-advanced Photoshop user! Follow us on our YouTube channel Envato Tuts+ YouTube: 1. User interface
and modules The first thing you will notice is that the interfaces of Photoshop and Affinity Photo are very similar. It's great for anyone looking to maybe make a transition from one to the other, like me! 1.1 Customize your workspace just like Photoshop, Affinity Photo allows you to arrange your various modules however you want, with one exception: you can't
move your tool module in an Affinity image. Photo Zika makes up for it in a big way, however, by allowing you to customize and arrange the individual tools themselves! Something about Photoshop has never allowed you to do, it's a great victory to drive sympathy in my book. Switch to &gt; Customize tools to mix and fit into the Tools panel. You can also
choose how many columns you prefer! It also means you can almost exactly Sets the tool to Photoshop in affinity thesa. Personally I have my workspace photoshop set up very specifically, and after 10 years of using Photoshop I am very used to setting up its tool, but I was able to emulate my workspace almost exactly in the Affinity image! It makes the
transition a lot smoother. I would like to point out that I usually have the top toolbar in hidden sympathy moderate, which can be done by going and uncheck Show ruler &gt; tools. However, I referred it again for the sake of this article. Note that you can also customize the toolbar, which is very useful! 1.2 Create a new document Create a new document is
very similar and just as simple in both programs. Both programs open by using a request for a new document, but also allow you to create a new document by accessing File &gt; New. 2. Navigation and interactions 2.1 Changing images One of my favorite features of affinity image is how it maintains the original aspect ratio of an image by default when
zooming or shrinking an image using the motion tools. When you transform a picture in Photoshop, you must select the Move tool, click one of the picture anchor points, hold down shift, and then drag to enlarge or collapse the picture. If you don't hold Shift down, the original ratio of the picture won't be saved, leaving the picture stretched or squashed, which
you don't normally want to happen. In Affinity Photography, it's exactly the same, except you hold Shift when you don't want to preserve the original aspect ratio of the image. It's a very small change but very smart! 2.2 Image affinity personality has these things called personality. You can access them by going to File &gt; Personas and then selecting a
person, or you can change the top by clicking Different Person Buttons in the upper-right corner of the toolbar. Each woman serves a different function, almost like some of the more in-depth filters in Photoshop. While there are five people in total, including photo to the default name, I'm going to be focusing on how liquidity as Photoshop also has a liquidity
function that I use very often. In Photoshop, to access the Liquidity feature, you'll group to Filter &gt; Liquidity to open the Liquidity panel, which opens in a new window. In Affinity Photography, go to File &gt; Personas &gt; Liquify, or click the second button on the top toolbar, which will understand the affinity image fluidity user interface. You have many of
the same options and functions as Photoshop. Affinity Photo's entire personality activates a new user interface, almost like opening a completely different program. This makes things a little more organized and user-friendly; However, image sympathy is noticeably slower while the personality is fluid. In fact, I would like to point out that the Zika image is
around slower than Photoshop. 3. Layers and Smart Pens 3.1 Photoshop's Affinity Images and Layers panels are almost identical. The opacity and layer modes are above and the various layer effects, masks, and the Create New Layer button, or Add New Pixel Layer in Affinity Swing, in the lower-right corner of the Layers panel. You can hide layers in
Affinity Photo by clicking the check mark on the left, similar to hitting the eye icon to the left of the photoshop layers, and the layers cannot be arranged by dragging and dropping, just like Photoshop. You can crop a layer to another layer in Affinity Photo, but it's a little more complicated than Photoshop. You have to drag and drop a layer into another layer there is no button or key like holding Alt in Photoshop, and it can be very strict. You can collapse alloy images for the Layers panel with a cleaner look. This means creating fewer groups, which is a nice feature. Another disadvantage is that when you double-click layers in a sympathy shot, no layer style panel opens like Photoshop, leading me to believe
that there is no Blend If function in sympathy photography, which is something I use frequently. 3.2 Smart objects One thing an affinity image does a little differently is that each new image brought to the document is automatically a smart object. While Photoshop does this if you drag and drop a new picture in a document, in Affinity Photography, all images
are smart objects by default. Just like in Photoshop, you can click &gt; How to make the entire Smart Object Raster on a layer. Note that in affinity photography, smart object layers and standard raster layers look the same. When rasterly layered in an Affinity image, it will cut off any part of the image that isn't inside the canvas, something Photoshop doesn't
do. 3.3 Layer masks of Affinity Photoshop image of mask layers features are almost identical. You can add a layer mask to each layer by clicking the Add Layer Mask button (called Affinity Image Mask) at the bottom of the Layers panel. 4. Sections and masks layer 4.1 Freehand image affinity selections have an exact equivalent to Photoshop's lasso tool
called FreeHand Selection Tool, as well as the various shape marquee tools that go by the same names in both programs: elliptical marquee tool, rectangular marquee tool, etc. 4.2 Quick and automatic selection tool from what I can tell, affinity image does not have an exact replica of magnetic lasso tool. And while it technically doesn't have the polygonal
lasso tool, instead what you do is hold Shift while using the Freehand Selection tool to get the same polygon effect. 4.3 Focus edge while both programs have a distillery edge, and they are somewhat similar, this is where the Affinity image differs from Photoshop and lacks a little for me. To use the Focus Edge feature in Photoshop, you must make the
selection and click Select &amp; Mask to open Refine end interface. The options are very simple and include edge recognition with a smart radius option, which I find to be a key feature in hair extraction, fur, and fabric. In Affinity Photo, the process is similar. You must make the selection and click Refine on the selection tool toolbar. The focus options are a
little less clear in what they do, and the tool seems to lack any kind of edge recognition options. However, it has both the Smooth and Feather options, which are two of the main settings you will use. 5. Pen tool I was very happy to learn that the pen tool in the affinity picture is almost identical to the pen tool in Photoshop! It works exactly the same, which
also means you can use the Photoshop Pen Tool Guide to learn how to use the tool in any of the programs. 6. Brush Brush Tool 6.1 Image Affinity Settings Brush offers all the same bells and whistles as Photoshop does when it comes to its brushes - including a well-ordered array of default brushes. Photo Affinity has opacity, flow, and hardness settings, as
well as a very impressive stabilizing option, leading me to believe that digital painters will get along very well in affinity photography. 6.2 Importing custom brushes while it comes with a high range of default brushes, Affinity Photo also allows you to import brushes just like Photoshop. One of the main questions I'm sure a lot of people have is: But can I import
my current brushes in Photoshop? Do I need to find all the new brushes? I'm happy to say yes, you can use Photoshop brushes in affinity photo! That's a big advantage for someone considering a transition. 6.3 Pen pressure I personally use tablet graphics, and so do many of you out there, so I was curious how good it would be to play with an Affinity
image. This is where affinity image really surprised me as I found the brush tool to be not only smoother, but with a higher level of pressure sensitivity! Click the Press Click button on the Brush Tools toolbar to turn on the pen pressure. 7. Affinity image layer filters have a total of 11 filter types available, located under the filter menu just like Photoshop.
Although that's how fewer than 18 photoshop filter groups are included, Affinity Photo makes sure you give them the filters you really need. Affinity photo filter groups blur sharpen noise for noise detestion and detect colors separating frequency of applying shadow lighting image/ highlights removing haze 8. Matching photo affinity layers offers an impressive
array of adaptive layers – some more than Photoshop offers, in fact. Photo Affinity has all the favorites such as curves, gradient map, and color balance, and it also brings some new matches to the table, with my favorite being matching a split shade! 9. Exporting and saving images 9.1 exporting files one of the years mentioned above is exporting a person,
which is An interface dedicated to exporting your pictures. However, I prefer to just go file &gt; export, just like you do in Photoshop. 9.2 Export to or photoshop you can export an image to Photoshop from affinity photography by exporting affinity photo file as PSD. All layers will be saved except tuning layers. Adjustment layers will be exported, but I find they
almost never convert well, even if Photoshop has a similar adjustment layer option. It's the same with opening a Photoshop file in Affinity Photo, which you can do by dragging and dropping psd into Affinity Photo - everything but the adjustment layers will work completely normally. Image sympathy conclusion proves itself to be able to in the same photo
editing software as Adobe Photoshop, in my opinion! And while Photoshop still trumps that in some areas, there are things I believe Image Affinity really does better. Photo Affinity Pros: A single payment of $50 USD makes it more affordable. Controls and interface are very user friendly. Highly customizable user interface. Similar to Photoshop in enough
ways to make a smooth transition. Almost all Photoshop resources are compatible, including . PSD files.
Cons: Around slower processing speed. A mixture is missing if function. It's hard for me to get layers cut into each other. Distiller edge function is missing refueling. Photoshop Pros: Still the most powerful photo editing software on the market. It's been
spinning for 20 years, so many of us know it and know it well. Additional educational resources are available. Cons: Monthly subscription fee of USD 10. Intuitive user interface. Less interface customization. Ultimately, I recommend Affinity Photo to beginner Photoshop users and top intermediaries who may be looking to save money but don't want to
sacrifice power or are simply frustrated or overwhelmed with Photoshop's counterintuitive user interface. I also recommend photo affinity for anyone new to editing photos who have yet to dig their teeth into any one photo editing software. I am personally excited to get to know Affinity Photo even more and continue to discover everything it has to offer! You
can join me by checking out some of our other Affinity photo tutorials! Tutorials!
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